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lovely beatrice webster, our protagonist, is a
talented and accomplished painter living in

post-romantic and proto-expressionist london
with her widowed grandmother, her father,
and her handsome young and carefree best
friend, max. these are troubled times: the

world is in chaos and there is only one society,
a dark and growing society, into which all of
beatrice's friends and colleagues are being

sucked, and in which they exist (d. m.
schauer, new york times book review). as
society around her disintegrates, beatrice

faces a choice: she can either repress all of
her feelings for max (a painter herself) and

compete or pursue her art, thereby isolating
herself from the society in which she lives. and
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so she does pursue her art, and her life
changes in ways she could never imagine. as
she starts to make a name for herself, her art

becomes more and more isolated from the
world around her, until it's almost completely
separate from reality. the sequel, the leopard
in the tower (2002), follows eleanor's affair

with her young husband, berenger
falconbridge, in the wake of the french
invasion and anastrophe of normandy.

berenger is a sort of man of strong ideas, a
man who clings to his views and convictions,

an intellect of sorts. i love ‘summer and
winter’ the first of 3 linked yet stand alone

novels from the author autumn summers. the
book chronicles eleanors life, and a wild ride it
is. i thoroughly enjoyed the book from start to

finish and loved the unique way the author
tells the story. the book is extremely well

written and the characters were amazingly
realized! the book is an emotional ride with

detailed descriptions of abuse, but the author
does a wonderful job at making it very
readable. it was a short read but a very

enjoyable one. i really liked the book and will
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definitely be reading the other 2 books
autumn summers writes.
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every summer ive always enjoyed reading a
book that reminds me of that time of year. an
easy beach read will always do the job. this
book is the perfect example of a summer

beach read. it is upbeat, is written in a way
that is easy to read and is entertaining as well.
it is definitely a book to be enjoyed by all. this
book is a quick read and a journey into the life
of a woman who grows to become one of the

most important people in history. yes, this
book is a historical fiction, but it’s a story with

heart and one that will make you think. i
highly recommend this wonderful book, this is
truly a fascinating read. this book will make

you ache and do everything you can to protect
the characters in the novel. your heart will
ache. you will want them to live. the next

thing i knew was that i was crying so hard that
i couldn’t see. i had to take breaks to let my

emotions settle. when i finished, i sat still and
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tried to soak it all in. this is a story about life
and death, about love and betrayal, about

hope and redemption, about life, itself. well
written and very well researched work. the

book is a great example of powerful,
absorbing and at times, dark non-fiction. the
book sticks in your mind. it goes through the

four cardinal points to give a 360 degree view
of the world. the book ends in a way that

leaves a lot open for all the other books in this
series. shes a fantastic writer who can draw
the reader into a story without letting them

out. its unfortunate that ‘summer and winter’
only has two books, because i really enjoyed
this one. the author is able to show a small
town on the rough side of things and this is
followed by great times in their lives. each

character has a different background and life
story. this is the kind of book that i think

everyone should read. this book is about the
times of eleanor’s life and some tough

situations. it takes a few to read all the way
through and theres a few twists and turns but

the characters will keep you hooked.
5ec8ef588b
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